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TIPS : Intelligent Sensory Platform   

for Clinical E-Therapy 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

Background & Aims: With regard to the scope of 

therapy and clinical treatment, a structure is required 

to provide the specialist sensory information needed to 

evaluate the patient and design with the greatest 

effectiveness the best treatment for him. The 

possession of various kinds of information during real 

situations of the patient will be very important for the 

next generation therapies. The aim of the platform is to 

provide real-time data to develop Ambient Intelligence 

scenarios that initially will treat e-therapies for Child 

Obesity, Cardiac rehabilitation and disordered 

Agoraphobia. Objectives: It presents an intelligent 

sensory platform (TIS) to provide physiological and 

context information of patients undergoing clinical 

therapies.  

Methods: For this first phase has been designed a 

multi-platform that incorporates different physiological 

variables (Cardiac Signal, Respiratory Signal) and 

contextual information (GPS geolocation and Physical 

Activity with a triaxial Accelerometer). All signals are 
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sent with an special protocol through wireless 

communications (Bluetooth, Zigbee) to the computer or 

mobile device.   

Results: It has been developed the first applications 

and algorithms to process and test information received 

by the TIPS. Studies for detection of physical activity 

are under calibration with measuring equipment of 

consumption volume O2 .It has been designed a clinic 

protocol with a group of children. (20 male/female 

subjects 10±4 years) making controlled and 

uncontrolled activities.  

Conclusion: The availability of a wireless sensory  

platform such as TIPS allows the development of 

multiple scenarios of Intelligent Therapy always 

drawing on the expertise therapists, environments 

where the user receives an individualized treatment 

and where the environment interact in a smart manner 

with the user . The therapist will have valuable 

information to assess the status of their patients and 

the effectiveness of therapy.  

Discussion: It is necessary to study and validate TIPS 

with groups of people in the scenarios described above. 

In this way may be found on the one hand the ability of 

the system to reflect the information and variables that 

tries to estimate and on the other hand the 

improvements that gets this type of information in 

clinical treatments to which they subscribe. 
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Introduction 

At the time of presenting Ambiente Intelligence scenes, 

one of the essential issues is the one with the scene 

counting on the bigger possible information of the 

elements that they form, with the intention of offering 

in every instant the best possible solution to the user. 

Another important concept is that the user feels that 

the system is having in account his status and 

contextual situation of a personalized way. That is, the 

sensation that the surroundings is redesigned of an 

intelligent way to adapt oneself to each individual 

according to his needs. 

The new technological advances are allowing using in 

this kind of surroundings, wireless intelligent sensor 

networks to acquire and to select the necessary 

variables in each case for the decision making of our 

motor of inference. [ 1  2 ] 

In regards to the specific fields of therapy and the 

clinical treatment requires a sensorial structure that 

contributes to the specialist the necessary information 

to evaluate the patient and to design with the bigger 

possible effectiveness the best treatment for him. 

Having information of diverse nature during the 

patient's habitual situations is going to be very 

important in the therapies of the future. 

Refer to the patient´s monitoring in situ, projects and 

studies that they look for translating the 

comprehension of determined physiological and 

contextual- information variables that allow us 

determining the physical  and or mental status of the 

patient of an ubiquitous way and without altering his 

perception of the surroundings where finds himself [3 

4]. It will become necessary designing tools that allow 

us to accomplish validity studies on theses physiological 

& contextual signals . 

 

Multipurpose Design 

The TIN ( Therapy Intelligent Network ) is an open 

platform that tries to establish a sensor network where 

the focus is the patient, that captures information in  
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real time, so much of physiological  like contextual 

data. In this first phase TIPS shows the personal 

platform ( Personal Therapy Intelligent Sensor ) that it 

will carry the patient to develop the first scenes of 

therapy . 

 

The main characteristics of the the TIPS are: 

 

• Wireless communication 

• Low Power Consumption 

• Capturing physiological signals ( ECG, Skin 

Conductance, Respiratory Signal ) 

• Geoposition Service Context-Aware 

• Physical activity detection 

• Own intelligence for preprocessing and 

transmitting signals 

• Transmition Protocol 

• Reduced size  

 

 

 

Figure 2. TIPS General Scheme
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From a functional point of  view the system can split 
into the following blocks: 

 

Intelligent Module: Capable module to receive the 

information of the different modules of acquisition, 

preprocessing and use a transmission protocol in order 

that it is transmitted inside the TIN (Therapy Intelligent 

Network). 

Transmission Module: Capable module to transmit 

the parcels of data in real time to other elements of the 

TIN of a wireless way. ( ZIGBEE & Bluetooth ) [5 6] 

Geoposition Module: Capable to detect the outdoor 

patient's position 

Physical Activity Module: Module in charge of 

determining the physical activity and the energy output 

of the patient. 

Physiological module: Constituted by the placed 

captators for register the physiological signs ( Heart 

Rate, Respiration Rate ).  
 

 

Accelerometer vs Physical Activity 

In order to develop this module it was made an 

exhaustive art study of the different options that could 

allow to determine states of position of the body, made 

physical activity and power consumption made always 

remembering the necessity from not disturbing the 

daily activity of the patient. [9 12] 

Has been decided on an accelerometer of 3 axes of 

Analog Devices (ADXL330) [8] with a rank of 

accelerations of +/- 3G. We are going to characterize 

the signals of the three axes to a frequency of sampling 

of 25 Hertz and with a bandwidth of 0 to 16 Hertz.  

 

An algorithm has been developed that will be detached 

widely in future articles to detect states of activity and 

posture of the patient in the space. The signal 

separates in its gravitational component and the 

component due to the movement. With the 

gravitational component we calculated the angle that 

forms the vertical local axis of the TIPS with respect to 

the vertical axis of reference of the gravitational force. 

If we blocked the position of the sensor in the body of 

the patient (in the hip at first) this angle it allows us to 

differentiate states from rest (seated, fallen down) of 

active states (standing up).  

Figure 2. Software with Real Time Algorithm 

The algorithm also leans in the measurement of the 

pulse cardiac for the classification of states. A 

frequency analysis of the component of acceleration 

due to the movement was made to determine the step 

frequency for determining new states (walk, race). In 

addition, the algorithm calculates a series of indicators 
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of the made physical activity (1) (2) and therefore of 

the power consumption of the patient. [9] [10]. 

SVM=√(x2+y2+z2) 1 

SMA= ∫(x + y +z) 2 

 

After analyzing certain studies of calibration for 

commercial accelerometers applied to boy [10 11]  has 

been designed a proprietary protocol. For it one is 

going away to correlate the activity registered in the 

accelerometer with an equipment of portable indirect 

calorimeter (COSMED k4b) that measures the gas 

interchange during the physical activity. It has been 

showed that this signal is one of the main variables that 

reflect the energy expenditure in humans [18 19]. . It 

has been developed a desktop application that registers 

the values of the TIPS and allows to make marks for 

the changes of activity or position. 

 

 

Figure 3.Calibration with Indirect Calorimetry 

 

Geoposition Context-Aware Therapy 

For the Geoposicion capability of the TIPS , it has been 

decided on the module 7 Laipac PG32 [7] . This module 

implements a GPS radio of 20 channels based on the 

high sensitivity SIRF star III which allows to receive 

signals in situations of low reception like urban tubes, 

leafy zones of forest, even some scenes indoor. 

At first, a sampling frequency of 1 Hertz of the 

coordinates has been chosen that will be sent. Two 

applications have been developed to test the module. 

One first application in PDA able to relay the 

information of the GPS and a server web application  

that is able to represent the points of coordinates in a 

Geographic map. In the same way the system can 

receive points of the map (Therapy-Beacons) and send 

them to the PDA. This way, we can know when the 

TIPS is near the Beacon and interact with the Patient. 

An algorithm has been developed to calculate 

trajectories and detect the proximity to these Therapy-

Beacons, even the used means combining it with. 

Accelerometer signal This can allow the doctors to 

analyze the habits of mobility of the person. This type 

of technologies can allow the development of 

therapeutic services where the geographic context of 

the patient is taken into account.   [ 15 16 17] 
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Figura 4. Geoposition Server Web Application 

 

Application Scenarios 

Once made the calibration and validation of the 

platform of the TIPS, they will be begun to develop the 

first scenes of application of this sensory platform:  

Infantile obesity: with this type of platform , one will 

look for on the one hand to be able to somehow 

extrapolate the habits of physical activity of the boy. It 

will be enough at this moment with an  measurement 

that allows us to study the progress of the subject and 

to compare it with respect to ampler groups. Associated 

with the information of the sensors we will send the 

geoposition of the boy. This way ,application will be 

able to represent the itineraries and even to 

extrapolate if it is moving on foot, cycle or in vehicle . 

Rehabilitation Cardiac: in this case it is possible to 

review that the platform of the TIPS was redesigned to 

get 6 cardiac leads so it will be possible to be detected 

acute problems but of nature cardiac. In addition with 

the detection to physical activity a control on the part 

of the doctor of the cardiovascular habits of the patient 

will be  tested 

Agoraphobia: it will allow the psychologist to mark in 

the map a group of beacons with Tasks of live 

exhibition that must surpass the patient. It will be 

asked the patient who evaluates his psychological state  

at the PDA therapy application. The obtained data will 

allow the psychologist on the one hand to have an 

absolute control of the therapy applied in real time and 

will be worth to make later studies on the validity of the 

physiological sensoring of the patient at the time of 

detecting crisis of anguish or anxiety.  

 

Conclusions. Future Work 

The fact to have a monitoring platform as the TIPS 

always allows the development of multiple scenes of 

Intelligent Therapy supporting to it in the specialist 

therapists, that is to say, surroundings where the user 

receives a customized treatment and where the 

environment interacts of an intelligent way with the 

user since it will have valuable information at the time 

of knowing which is his mood, his physical state and his 

present situation.  

It becomes the study and validation by means of tests 

with groups necessary of population in the scenes 

before described. This way they will be possible to be 

stated on the one hand the capacity of the system to 

reflect the information and variables that try to detect 
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and on the other hand the improvements of this new 

technologies in the clinical treatments.  

The next directions to take from the point of view from 

the acquisition will be those to complete the design of 

the TIN (radio networks of intelligent sensors that 

interacts with the TIPS and the surroundings where 

locate). On the other hand, integrating in a  more 

natural way this devices with intelligent fabrics, 

microelectronics and elements of design that elevates 

ergonomics. It seems key for these new technologies in 

becoming a transparent actor  (Ubiquotious) in daily-

life of the client. 

As far as the hardware design of the TIPS, a series of 

key points exists that will be necessary to consider and 

that they will help to incorporate this type of platforms 

to the clinical therapies of the future: 

• Low consumption Techniques that are able to 

even support to continuous monitoring during 

days and weeks. Maybe the use for new energy 

power source (Solar energy, Body Heat 

energy,..) 

• Standard use  (IEEE 11073) 

• Reduce Hardware Costs (< 100 euros) 

• Better ergonomy. Transparent devices 

• The increase at the security and the privacy of 

the transmitted information 
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